Not For Tourists Guide To New York City
Recognizing the pretension ways to acquire this book Not For Tourists Guide To New York City is additionally useful. You have remained in right
site to begin getting this info. get the Not For Tourists Guide To New York City connect that we meet the expense of here and check out the link.
You could purchase lead Not For Tourists Guide To New York City or get it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this Not For Tourists
Guide To New York City after getting deal. So, subsequent to you require the ebook swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its consequently agreed
simple and fittingly fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this heavens

Not For Tourists Guide to London 2021 - Not For Tourists 2020-11-10
With details on everything from Big Ben to Brick Lane, this is the only
guide a native or traveler needs. Whether you’ve called London your
home for decades or just arrived last night, there’s information in the
Not For TouristsGuide to London that you need to know. This map-based,
neighborhood-by-neighborhood guide will help you master this amazing
city like an expert. Packed with more than 150 maps and thousands of
listings for restaurants, shops, theaters, and under-the-radar spots, you
won’t find a better guide to London. Want to score tickets to a big
Arsenal or Chelsea football match? NFT has you covered. How about
royal sightseeing at Buckingham Palace? We’ve got that, too. The best
Indian restaurant, theater experience, bookstore, or cultural
site—whatever you need—NFT puts it at your fingertips. This light and
portable guide also features: An invaluable street index Profiles of more
than one hundred neighborhoods Listings for museums, landmarks, the
best shopping, and more You don’t need to be Sherlock Holmes to solve
the mysteries of London; NFT has all the answers!
The Negro Motorist Green Book - Victor H. Green
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide
not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but
other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also
facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon.
There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and
aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and
addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the
rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels,
whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we
are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of
business and new business places are started giving added employment
to members of our race.
Not For Tourists Guide to Chicago 2022 - Not For Tourists
2021-10-05
The Not For Tourists Guide to Chicago is a map-based, neighborhood-byneighborhood dream guide that divides Chi-Town into sixty mapped
neighborhoods from Gold Coast and Lincoln Park to Wrigleyville and
Lakeview. Designed to lighten the load of already street-savvy locals,
commuters, business travelers, and yes, tourists too, every map is dotted
with user-friendly NFT icons that plot the nearest essential services and
entertainment locations, while providing important information on things
like kid-friendly activities, public transportation, restaurants, bars, and
Chicago’s art scene. Need to find the best deep-dish pizza hideouts
around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of the top sports
attractions in the famously sports-crazy city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest beach, jazz club, coffee shop, or bookstore—whatever you
need—NFT puts it at your fingertips. This book also features: • A foldout
highway map • Sections on the North Side, Near North Side, Near West
Side, the Greater Loop, the South Side, and Greater Chicago • More than
150 neighborhood and city maps It’s the only key to the Windy City that
Rahm Emanuel can’t give you.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2022 - Not For Tourists
2021-09-07
With details on everything from the Empire State Building to Max Fish,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs to navigate New York’s
neighborhoods and find the best restaurants, shopping, and more. The
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City is a map-based, neighborhoodby-neighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load of already
street-savvy New Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and, yes,
tourists too. Each map is marked with user-friendly icons identifying
NFT’s favorite picks around town, from essentials to entertainment, and
includes invaluable neighborhood descriptions written by locals,
highlighting the most important features of each area. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
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the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also features:
A foldout map for subways and buses More than 130 city and
neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Listings for arts and
entertainment hot spots It is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
Not for Tourists Guide to Seattle - Jessica Baxter 2013-12
An authoritative series for people who need to use the cities they live in,
commute into, or travel to; includes more than 150 city and
neighborhood maps, listings of key services, shops, schools, venues,
parks, public transportation, restaurants and nightspots, plus editorial
commentary and trivia--all in a convenient size.
Not For Tourists Guide to Los Angeles 2023 - Not For Tourists
2022-10-04
With details on everything from the Hollywood Bowl to the Sunset Strip,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists
Guide to Los Angeles is the essential urban handbook that thousands of
Los Angelenos rely on daily. The map-based, neighborhood-byneighborhood guidebook divides the city into fifty-seven mapped
neighborhoods and pinpoints all of the essential services and
entertainment hot spots with NFT’s user-friendly icons. Want to drive
around the palm tree-peppered concrete jungle like a pro? NFT has you
covered. How about sunbathing on a beach? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest Hollywood club, holistic health practitioner, sports outing, or
shopping destination—whatever you need—NFT puts it at your
fingertips. The guide also includes: • A foldout highway map covering all
of Los Angeles • More than 150 neighborhood and city maps • A guide to
TV and movie studio locations • Listings for the best shopping
destinations Everything from supermarkets, cafés, bars, and gas stations,
to information on twenty-four-hour services, beaches, public
transportation, and city events—NFT will help you find a boutique for an
Oscars gown, and then show you how to get there.
Don't Be a Tourist in Paris - Vanessa Grall 2019-04-24
Vanessa Grall is a London girl who moved to Paris and never looked
back. With a natural instinct for discovering the off-beat, and an
unquenchable curiosity for the city she now calls home, Vanessa (aka
Nessy) has amassed a wealth of intimate knowledge, insider tips, littleknown haunts and fascinating anecdotes. This book opens the vault and
shares her city secrets. Here, Nessy will make you think again about the
city you may think you know. Steer clear of tourist traps and follow her
down the rabbit hole to uncover the true heart of Paris in all its creative,
historic, romantic, idiosyncratic glory.
Not For Tourists Guide to Los Angeles 2021 - Not For Tourists
2020-10-13
With details on everything from the Hollywood Bowl to the Sunset Strip,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists
Guide to Los Angeles is the essential urban handbook that thousands of
Los Angelenos rely on daily. The map-based, neighborhood-byneighborhood guidebook divides the city into fifty-seven mapped
neighborhoods and pinpoints all of the essential services and
entertainment hot spots with NFT’s user-friendly icons. Want to drive
around the palm tree-peppered concrete jungle like a pro? NFT has you
covered. How about sunbathing on a beach? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest Hollywood club, holistic health practitioner, sports outing, or
shopping destination—whatever you need—NFT puts it at your
fingertips. The guide also includes: • A foldout highway map covering all
of Los Angeles • More than 150 neighborhood and city maps • A guide to
TV and movie studio locations • Listings for the best shopping
destinations Everything from supermarkets, cafés, bars, and gas stations,
to information on twenty-four-hour services, beaches, public
transportation, and city events—NFT will help you find a boutique for an
Oscars gown, and then show you how to get there.
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on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? They’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This guide also features: Over 35
city and neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Insider
information on museums, nightlife, and sports and transit in the city Say
hello to beautiful city photos and original illustrations that have been
handcrafted in the same tradition of the finest house-cured meats in
Brooklyn or the chewiest coal-fired pizza crust in Manhattan.
NYC Basic Tips and Etiquette - Nathan W. Pyle 2014-04-15
New York Times Bestseller Living in New York City for five years as a
transplant from Ohio, illustrator and T-shirt designer Nathan Pyle was
fascinated by the unique habits and unspoken customs New Yorkers
follow to make life bearable in a city with 8 million people (and
seemingly twice the number of tourists). In NYC Basic Tips and
Etiquette, Pyle reveals the secrets and unwritten rules for living in and
visiting New York including the answers to such burning questions as,
how do I hail a cab? What is a bodega? Which way is Uptown? Why are
there so many doors in the sidewalk? How do I walk on an escalator? Do
we need be touching right now? Where should I inhale or exhale while
passing sidewalk garbage? How long should I honk my horn? If New York
were a game show, how would I win? What happens when I stand in the
bike lane? Who should get the empty subway seats? How do I stay safe
during a trash tornado? Each tip is a little story illustrated in simple
black and white drawings.
Not For Tourists Guide to Boston 2021 - Not For Tourists 2020-11-10
With details on everything from Bunker Hill to Central Square, this is the
only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists Guide to
Boston is a map-based, neighborhood-by-neighborhood guidebook for
already street-savvy Bostonians, business travelers, and tourists alike. It
divides the city into twenty-eight neighborhoods, mapped out and
marked with user-friendly icons identifying services and entertainment
venues. Restaurants, banks, community gardens, hiking, public
transportation, and landmarks—NFT packs it all into one convenient
pocket-sized guide. Want to catch a game of one of our world champion
teams? NFT has you covered. How about eating the best pizza of the
entire East Coast? We’ve got that, too. The nearest ritzy restaurant,
historic trail, jazz lounge, or bookstore—whatever you need—NFT puts it
at your fingertips. This light and portable guide also features: A foldout
highway map Sections on all of Boston, Cambridge, and Somerville More
than 110 neighborhood and city maps Listings for theaters, museums,
entertainment hot spots, and nightlife Buy it for your cah or your pawket;
the NFT guide to Beantown will help you make the most of your time in
the city.
Not For Tourists Guide to Boston 2020 - Not for Tourists 2019-11-05
With details on everything from Bunker Hill to Central Square, this is the
only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists Guide to
Boston is a map-based, neighborhood-by-neighborhood guidebook for
already street-savvy Bostonians, business travelers, and tourists alike. It
divides the city into twenty-eight neighborhoods, mapped out and
marked with user-friendly icons identifying services and entertainment
venues. Restaurants, banks, community gardens, hiking, public
transportation, and landmarks—NFT packs it all into one convenient
pocket-sized guide. Want to catch a game of one of our world champion
teams? NFT has you covered. How about eating the best pizza of the
entire East Coast? We’ve got that, too. The nearest ritzy restaurant,
historic trail, jazz lounge, or bookstore—whatever you need—NFT puts it
at your fingertips. This light and portable guide also features: A foldout
highway mapSections on all of Boston, Cambridge, and SomervilleMore
than 110 neighborhood and city mapsListings for theaters, museums,
entertainment hot spots, and nightlife Buy it for your cah or your pawket;
the NFT guide to Beantown will help you make the most of your time in
the city.
Not For Tourists Guide to Washington DC 2018 - Not For Tourists
2017-11-07
The Not For Tourists Guide to Washington DC is the urban manual to the
city that no local, or tourist, should be without. This map-based
guidebook divides the city into forty-six mapped neighborhoods. Each
map is marked by NFT’s user-friendly icons, which help locate the
essential services, transportation, and entertainment venues in the area.
Want to know the best place to grab an alfresco cocktail? NFT has you
covered. How about exploring little residential suburban pockets far
away from the National Mall? We’ve got that, too. The nearest up-andcoming restaurant, farmer’s market, LGBT venue, or football

The Manhattan Nobody Knows - William B. Helmreich 2018-12-04
A unique walking guide to Manhattan, from the author of The New York
Nobody Knows. --Amazon.com.
Frommer's New York City Day by Day - Pauline Frommer 2017-06-20
Map your own adventure.New York City Day by Day is the perfect
answer for travelers determined to know the top places to visit and the
best way to see the Big Apple. It's written by award-winning travel
journalist and nationally-syndicated radio talk show host Pauline
Frommer.Packed with color photos, this bestselling guide offers dozens
of itineraries that show you how to see the best of New York in a short
time, with bulleted maps leading the way from sight to sight. Featuring a
full range of thematic and neighborhood tours, plus dining, lodging,
shopping, nightlife, and practical visitor info,New York City Day by Day is
the only guide that helps travelers organize their time to get the most out
of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:- Full-color images throughout, with
hundreds of photos and dozens of maps- Sample one- to three-day
itineraries, including New York's Greatest Buildings, Chelsea for Art
Lovers, Chinatown & the Lower East Side, the Best Small Museums,
Greenwich Village, Historic Harlem, and more- Star ratings for all hotels,
restaurants, and attractions to clue you in on great finds and values- Info
for planning romantic holidays in the city, as well as how to see NYC with
kids in tow or on a strict budget- Tear-resistant foldout map in a handy,
reclosable plastic wallet- Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance maps and
quick-reference info
Art Hiding in New York - Lori Zimmer 2020-09-22
Uncover the artistic masterworks hidden across New York City in this
charmingly illustrated exploration of one of the world's greatest creative
treasure troves. There's so much to love about New York, and so much to
see. The city is full of art, and architecture, and history -- and not just in
museums. Hidden in plain sight, in office building lobbies, on street
corners, and tucked into Soho lofts, there's a treasure trove of art
waiting to be discovered, and you don't need an art history degree to fall
in love with it. Art Hiding in New York is a beautiful, giftable book that
explores all of these locations, traversing Manhattan to bring 100
treasures to art lovers and intrepid New York adventurers. Curator and
urban explorer Lori Zimmer brings readers along to sites covering the
biggest names of the 20th century -- like Jean-Michel Basquiat's studio,
iconic Keith Haring murals, the controversial site of Richard Serra's
Tilted Arc, Roy Lichtenstein's subway station commission, and many
more. Each entry is accompanied by a beautiful watercolor depiction of
the work by artist Maria Krasinski, as well as location information for
those itching to see for themselves. With stunning details, perfect for
displaying on any art lover's shelf, and curated itineraries for planning
your next urban exploration, this inspirational book is a must-read for
those who love art, New York, and, of course, both.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2021 - Not For Tourists
2020-09-08
With details on everything from the Empire State Building to Max Fish,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs to navigate New York’s
neighborhoods and find the best restaurants, shopping, and more. The
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City is a map-based, neighborhoodby-neighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load of already
street-savvy New Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and, yes,
tourists too. Each map is marked with user-friendly icons identifying
NFT’s favorite picks around town, from essentials to entertainment, and
includes invaluable neighborhood descriptions written by locals,
highlighting the most important features of each area. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also features:
A foldout map for subways and buses More than 130 city and
neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Listings for arts and
entertainment hot spots It is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
Not For Tourists Illustrated Guide to New York City - Not For
Tourists 2015-05-05
A colorful and detailed guide for anyone who wants to get the most out of
the city. This brand-new guide is boldly redesigned where no NFT has
gone before, offering a quick snapshot of each neighborhood from the
Lower East Side and Greenwich Village to Harlem and Inwood in a
colorful and stylish layout. Start flipping through and you’ll immediately
notice something very different from the NFT classic. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
not-for-tourists-guide-to-new-york-city
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game—whatever you need—NFT puts it at your fingertips. The guide also
includes: • A foldout highway map • More than one hundred
neighborhood maps • Coverage for nearby universities and Baltimore •
Details on parks and outdoor activities • Information on the National
Mall and the US Capitol It’s the main weapon in implementing our “No
resident left behind!” policy.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2019 - Not for Tourists
2018-11-13
The Not For Tourists Guide to New York City is a map-based,
neighborhood-by-neighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load
of already street-savvy New Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and,
yes, tourists too. Each map is marked with user-friendly icons identifying
NFT’s favorite picks around town, from essentials to entertainment, and
includes invaluable neighborhood descriptions written by locals,
highlighting the most important features of each area. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also
features:A foldout map for subways and busesMore than 130 city and
neighborhood mapsDetails on parks and placesListings for arts and
entertainment hot spotsIt is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
New York City Like a Local - DK Eyewitness 2021-10-05
Uncover the hidden side of New York City with this insider's e-guide
Home to soaring skyscrapers, eclectic museums, and a foodie scene like
no other, this rapturous city is endlessly enticing. But beyond the welltrodden sights of the Empire State Building and the Met lies the real
New York City: a whole other side waiting to be explored. We've spoken
to the city's locals to unearth the coolest hangout spots, hidden gems,
and personal favorites to ensure you travel like a local. Grab a coffee
from the cafes the locals catch up in, browse fresh produce at vibrant
farmers' markets, or explore the quirky galleries the students rave about.
Whether you're a New Yorker looking to uncover your city's secrets or
seeking an authentic experience beyond the tourist track, this stylish
guide makes sure you experience New York City beneath the surface.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2021 - Not For Tourists
2020-09-08
With details on everything from the Empire State Building to Max Fish,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs to navigate New York’s
neighborhoods and find the best restaurants, shopping, and more. The
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City is a map-based, neighborhoodby-neighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load of already
street-savvy New Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and, yes,
tourists too. Each map is marked with user-friendly icons identifying
NFT’s favorite picks around town, from essentials to entertainment, and
includes invaluable neighborhood descriptions written by locals,
highlighting the most important features of each area. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also features:
A foldout map for subways and buses More than 130 city and
neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Listings for arts and
entertainment hot spots It is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2020 - Not For Tourists
2019-09-03
With details on everything from the Empire State Building to Max Fish,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists
Guide to New York City is a map-based, neighborhood-by-neighborhood
dream guide designed to lighten the load of already street-savvy New
Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and, yes, tourists too. Each map
is marked with user-friendly icons identifying NFT’s favorite picks
around town, from essentials to entertainment, and includes invaluable
neighborhood descriptions written by locals, highlighting the most
important features of each area. The book includes everything from
restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information on hotels,
airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find the best
pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of the top
vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The nearest
movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you need, NFT
puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also features: • A
not-for-tourists-guide-to-new-york-city

foldout map for subways and buses • More than 130 city and
neighborhood maps • Details on parks and places • Listings for arts and
entertainment hot spots It is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
Here is New York - E. B. White 2011-03-30
In the summer of 1948, E.B. White sat in a New York City hotel room
and, sweltering in the heat, wrote a remarkable pristine essay, Here is
New York. Perceptive, funny, and nostalgic, the author’s stroll around
Manhattan—with the reader arm-in-arm—remains the quintessential love
letter to the city, written by one of America’s foremost literary figures.
Here is New York has been chosen by The New York Times as one of the
ten best books ever written about the city. The New Yorker calls it “the
wittiest essay, and one of the most perceptive, ever done on the city.”
A People's Guide to New York City - Carolina Bank Muñoz 2022-01-25
This alternative guidebook for one of the world’s most popular tourist
destinations explores all five boroughs to reveal a people’s New York
City. The sites and stories of A People’s Guide to New York City shift our
perception of what defines New York, placing the passion, determination,
defeats, and victories of its people at the core. Delving into the histories
of New York's five boroughs, you will encounter enslaved Africans in
revolt, women marching for equality, workers on strike, musicians and
performers claiming streets for their art, and neighbors organizing
against landfills and industrial toxins and in support of affordable
housing and public schools. The streetscapes that emerge from these
groups' struggles bear the traces, and this book shows you where to look
to find them. New York City is a preeminent global city, serving as the
headquarters for hundreds of multinational firms and a world-renowned
cultural hub for fashion, art, and music. It is among the most
multicultural cities in the world and also one of the most segregated
cities in the United States. The people that make this global city
function—immigrants, people of color, and the working classes—reside
largely in the so-called outer boroughs, outside the corporations, neon,
and skyscrapers of Manhattan. A People’s Guide to New York City
expands the scope and scale of traditional guidebooks, providing an
equitable exploration of the diverse communities throughout the city.
Through the stories of over 150 sites across the Bronx, Manhattan,
Queens, Brooklyn and Staten Island as well as thematic tours and
contemporary and archival photographs, a people’s New York emerges,
one in which collective struggles for justice and freedom have shaped the
very landscape of the city.
Lonely Planet Pocket New York City - Lonely Planet 2018-10-01
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely
Planet’s Pocket New York City is your passport to the most relevant, upto-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries
await you. Stroll along the High Line for a lofty view of the city, soak up
art old and new at the Met and MoMA, and walk across the Brooklyn
Bridge for a dozen iconic NYC photo ops – all with your trusted travel
companion. Get to the heart of New York City and begin your journey
now! Inside Lonely Planet’s Pocket New York City: Full-color maps and
images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to
your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money
and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential
info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping,
sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks
miss Free, convenient pull-out map (included in print version), plus over
19 color neighborhood maps User-friendly layout with helpful icons, and
organized by neighborhood to help you pick the best spots to spend your
time Covers Lower Manhattan & the Financial District, SoHo &
Chinatown, West Village, Chelsea & the Meatpacking District, Upper
West Side & Central Park, Upper East Side, Midtown, Union Square,
Flatiron District & Gramercy, East Village & Lower East Side, Brooklyn,
and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s Pocket New York City is
our colorful, easy to use, handy guide that literally fits in your pocket,
providing on-the-go assistance for those seeking the best sights and
experiences on a short visit or weekend break. Looking for more
extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet’s USA guide for an in-depth
look at all the country has to offer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is
a leading travel media company and the world’s number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information
for every kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve
printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travelers. You’ll also find our content online, and in
mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines,
armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet guides
are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on
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everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile
phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media
(Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA,
5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
DK Eyewitness Top 10 New York City - DK Eyewitness 2022-03-01
Exhilarating, ever-evolving and unforgettable-New York is one of the
most visited cities in the world, known for its world-class museums and
galleries, dazzling Broadway shows, towering skyscrapers, amazing food,
and fast-paced life. Your DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guide ensures
you'll find your way around New York City with absolute ease. Our
annually updated Top 10 travel e-guide breaks down the best of New
York City into helpful lists of ten-from our own selected highlights to the
best museums, art galleries, restaurants, performing arts venues,
children's attractions, LGBTQ+ points of interest, and famous
department stores. You'll discover: - Fifteen easy-to-follow itineraries,
perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week - Top 10 lists of New York
City's must-sees, including detailed descriptions of the Empire State
Building, American Museum of Natural History, Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, Rockefeller Center, Fifth Avenue, the Statue of Liberty, Ellis
Island, Times Square and Theater District, Central Park and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art - New York City's most interesting areas,
with the best places for shopping, going out, and sightseeing Inspiration for different things to enjoy during your trip - including
festival and events, bars and lounges, hidden gems off the beaten path,
and things to do for free - Streetsmart advice: get ready, get around, and
stay safe Looking for more New York City's culture, history, and
attractions? Try our DK Eyewitness New York City.
Not For Tourists Guide to London 2022 - Not For Tourists
2021-12-07
With details on everything from Big Ben to Brick Lane, this is the only
guide a native or traveler needs. Whether you’ve called London your
home for decades or just arrived last night, there’s information in the
Not For TouristsGuide to London that you need to know. This map-based,
neighborhood-by-neighborhood guide will help you master this amazing
city like an expert. Packed with more than 150 maps and thousands of
listings for restaurants, shops, theaters, and under-the-radar spots, you
won’t find a better guide to London. Want to score tickets to a big
Arsenal or Chelsea football match? NFT has you covered. How about
royal sightseeing at Buckingham Palace? We’ve got that, too. The best
Indian restaurant, theater experience, bookstore, or cultural
site—whatever you need—NFT puts it at your fingertips. This light and
portable guide also features: An invaluable street index Profiles of more
than one hundred neighborhoods Listings for museums, landmarks, the
best shopping, and more You don’t need to be Sherlock Holmes to solve
the mysteries of London; NFT has all the answers!
New York City - Brandon Presser 2013-05-01
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet
New York City Limited Edition Guide is your passport to all the most
relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Stand and applaud a razzle-dazzle
Broadway show, take in the iconic skyline during a ferry ride toward
Lady Liberty's beckoning torch, or stroll along Central Park's elm-lined
walkways; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of
New York City and begin your journey now! Includes commemorative
cover designs and bonus postcards Inside Lonely Planet New York City
Travel Guide: Full-color maps and images throughout Highlights and
itineraries show you the simplest way to tailor your trip to your own
personal needs and interests Insider tips save you time and money and
help you get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots
Essential info at your fingertips - including hours of operation, phone
numbers, websites, transit tips, and prices Honest reviews for all budgets
- including eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, and
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a
richer and more rewarding travel experience - including history, art,
cinema, music, architecture, nightlife, fashion, and cuisine Free,
convenient pull-out New York City map (included in print version), plus
45 color neighborhood maps Useful features - including Walking Tours,
Travel with Children, and Month-by-Month (annual festival calendar)
Coverage of Lower Manhattan, SoHo, Chinatown, Lower East Side,
Greenwich Village, Chelsea, Meatpacking District, Union Square,
Flatiron District, Gramercy, Midtown, Upper East Side, Upper West Side,
Harlem, Brooklyn, Queens, and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet
New York City Guide, our most comprehensive guide to New York City, is
not-for-tourists-guide-to-new-york-city

perfect for those planning to both explore the top sights and take the
road less traveled. Looking for just the highlights of New York City?
Check out Lonely Planet's Discover New York City, a photo-rich guide to
the city's most popular attractions, or Lonely Planet's Pocket New York
City, a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick
trip. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's
Eastern USA guide for a comprehensive look at all the region has to
offer. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Brandon
Presser, Cristian Bonetto, and Carolina A. Miranda. About Lonely Planet:
Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel
guide publisher with guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as
well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel
products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely Planet's mission is
to enable curious travelers to experience the world and to truly get to the
heart of the places they find themselves in. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice
Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely
Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely
Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's
on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling
entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media
(Australia)
Not for Tourists Guide to New York City - Jane Pirone 2005-08
There's a ton of essential information in this Not For Tourists Guide.
Featuring clear, easy-to-read maps and graphics, listings of key services,
restaurants, shops, schools, entertainment venues, public transportation,
parks, pull out maps and more. NFT Guides put everything residents
need to take advantage of the wealth of local services and resources at
their fingertips in a convenient size.
The Art of the Brick - Nathan Sawaya 2014-10-14
Nathan Sawaya is renowned for his incredible, sometimes surreal,
sculptures and portraits—all made from LEGO bricks. The Art of the
Brick is a stunning, full-color showcase of the work that has made
Sawaya the world’s most famous LEGO artist. Featuring hundreds of
photos of his impressive art and behind-the-scenes details about how
these creations came to be, The Art of the Brick is an inside look at how
Sawaya transformed a toy into an art form. Follow one man’s unique
obsession and see the amazing places it has taken him.
DK Eyewitness New York City - DK Eyewitness 2022-03-01
Winner of the Travel Media Awards 2019 Guide of the Year Whether you
want to visit the iconic Empire State Building, take a leisurely stroll
through Central Park, or sample the sublime cocktails in East Village,
your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that New
York City has to offer. Dynamic and diverse, New York City is bursting at
the seams with unmissable sights, mouth-watering cuisines, and truly
unique experiences. From the soaring skyscrapers of Manhattan to the
trendy bars of Brooklyn, the vibrant jazz clubs of Harlem to the
cobblestoned streets of SoHo, the city offers everything in abundance.
Our annually updated guide brings New York City to life, transporting
you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and
advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on
practically every page, and our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: our pick of New York City's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden gems
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - detailed maps and walks
which make navigating the city easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert
advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe - color-coded chapters to
every part of New York City from the Upper East Side to Lower
Manhattan, Chelsea to Chinatown Have less time? Try our pocketfriendly Top 10 New York City for top 10 lists to all things New York City.
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City 2023 - Not For Tourists
2022-09-06
With details on everything from the Empire State Building to Max Fish,
this is the only guide a native or traveler needs to navigate New York’s
neighborhoods and find the best restaurants, shopping, and more. The
Not For Tourists Guide to New York City is a map-based, neighborhoodby-neighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load of already
street-savvy New Yorkers, commuters, business travelers, and, yes,
tourists too. Each map is marked with user-friendly icons identifying
NFT’s favorite picks around town, from essentials to entertainment, and
includes invaluable neighborhood descriptions written by locals,
highlighting the most important features of each area. The book includes
everything from restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information
on hotels, airports, banks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find
the best pizza places around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of
the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest movie theater, hardware store, or coffee shop—whatever you
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need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized book also features:
A foldout map for subways and buses More than 130 city and
neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Listings for arts and
entertainment hot spots It is the indispensable guide to the city. Period.
Moon New York City - Christopher Kompanek 2019-06-18
From the corner bodega to the top of the Empire State Building, NYC is
overflowing with energy and culture. Experience the city with a local
with Moon New York City. Explore the City: Navigate by neighborhood or
by activity with color-coded maps, or follow a self-guided neighborhood
walk See the Sights: Dive into culture at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, or stroll down sun-dappled paths in Central Park before dinner and a
Broadway show Get a Taste of the City: From cutting-edge fine dining to
a slice from a beloved pizzeria, New York has something for every palate
Bars and Nightlife: Jazz clubs, beer gardens, cocktail lounges, worldclass theater, and parties that don't end before dawn: New York is truly
the city that never sleeps Trusted Advice: Native New Yorker and
journalist Christopher Kompanek shows you his hometown Strategic
Itineraries: Make the most of your trip with ideas for foodies, cultureseekers, families traveling with kids, and more Full-Color Photos and
Detailed Maps so you can explore on your own Handy Tools: Background
information on history and culture, plus an easy-to-read foldout map to
use on the go With Moon New York City's practical tips and local knowhow, you can plan your trip your way. Looking to experience more worldclass cities? Try Moon Boston or Moon Chicago. Exploring the rest of the
Empire State? Check out Moon New York State or Moon Niagara Falls.
Don't Be a Tourist in New York -

Explore on the go with foldout maps of each walking route and a
removable full-city map, all in a handy guide that fits in your pocket
Discover public transportation options like bike rentals, subway, taxis,
buses, and ferries With creative routes, public transit options, and a fullcity map, you can explore New York at your own pace, without missing a
beat. Check out our guides to more of the world's best cities, so you can
hit the ground running! Also available: Moon Barcelona Walks, Moon
Berlin Walks, Moon Tokyo Walks, Moon Amsterdam Walks, Moon Paris
Walks, Moon Rome Walks, and Moon London Walks.
Field Guide to the Neighborhood Birds of New York City - Leslie Day
2015-07-31
New York City’s favorite naturalist returns with a guided tour of the
beautiful birds living in the five boroughs. Look around New York, and
you’ll probably see birds: wood ducks swimming in Queens, a stalking
black-crowned night-heron in Brooklyn, great horned owls perching in
the Bronx, warblers feeding in Central Park, or Staten Island’s purple
martins flying to and fro. You might spot hawks and falcons nesting on
skyscrapers or robins belting out songs from trees along the street.
America’s largest metropolis teems with birdlife in part because it sits
within the great Atlantic flyway where migratory birds travel seasonally
between north and south. The Big Apple’s miles of coastline, magnificent
parks, and millions of trees attract dozens of migrating species every
year and are also home year-round to scores of resident birds. There is
no better way to identify and learn about New York’s birds than with this
comprehensive field guide from New York City naturalist Leslie Day. Her
book will quickly teach you what each species looks like, where they
build their nests, what they eat, the sounds of their songs, what time of
year they appear in the city, the shapes and colors of their eggs, and
where in the five boroughs you can find them?which is often in the
neighborhood you call home. The hundreds of stunning photographs by
Beth Bergman and gorgeous illustrations by Trudy Smoke will help you
identify the ninety avian species commonly seen in New York. Once you
enter the world of the city’s birds, life in the great metropolis will never
look the same. “‘Take this guide wherever you go,’ [Day] implores
readers in the introduction. And we hope many do, since it reveals a New
York we long to see, the wild, beautiful city of birds known to Audubon,
Chapman, and Griscom.” —Chuck Hagner, BirdWatching Magazine “An
excellent guide for New York City residents. If you have any interest in
the birds around you (and there are plenty of birds around you, even in
NYC), this guide will really open your eyes.” —Birder's Library “Day’s
deeply researched and richly illustrated Field Guide to the Neighborhood
Birds of New York City will be indispensable to locals and tourists alike.”
—Sierra “Will fill a niche for beginning birders and backyard watchers in
the northeastern U.S.” —Choice “You don’t have to live in or be visiting
New York to enjoy this book.” —Times Literary Supplement (UK)
How the Word Is Passed - Clint Smith 2021-06-01
Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Winner of the National Book
Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction Winner of the Stowe Prize Winner of
2022 Hillman Prize for Book Journalism PEN America 2022 John Kenneth
Galbraith Award for Nonfiction Finalist A New York Times 10 Best Books
of 2021 A Time 10 Best Nonfiction Books of 2021 Named a Best Book of
2021 by The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe,
The Economist, Smithsonian, Esquire, Entropy, The Christian Science
Monitor, WBEZ's Nerdette Podcast, TeenVogue, GoodReads, SheReads,
BookPage, Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, Fathom Magazine, the New York
Public Library, and the Chicago Public Library One of GQ’s 50 Best
Books of Literary Journalism of the 21st Century Longlisted for the
National Book Award Los Angeles Times, Best Nonfiction Gift One of
President Obama's Favorite Books of 2021 This compelling #1 New York
Times bestseller examines the legacy of slavery in America—and how
both history and memory continue to shape our everyday lives.
Beginning in his hometown of New Orleans, Clint Smith leads the reader
on an unforgettable tour of monuments and landmarks—those that are
honest about the past and those that are not—that offer an
intergenerational story of how slavery has been central in shaping our
nation's collective history, and ourselves. It is the story of the Monticello
Plantation in Virginia, the estate where Thomas Jefferson wrote letters
espousing the urgent need for liberty while enslaving more than four
hundred people. It is the story of the Whitney Plantation, one of the only
former plantations devoted to preserving the experience of the enslaved
people whose lives and work sustained it. It is the story of Angola, a
former plantation-turned-maximum-security prison in Louisiana that is
filled with Black men who work across the 18,000-acre land for virtually
no pay. And it is the story of Blandford Cemetery, the final resting place
of tens of thousands of Confederate soldiers. A deeply researched and

Not For Tourists Guide to Chicago 2021 - Not For Tourists
2020-10-13
The Not For Tourists Guide to Chicago is a map-based, neighborhood-byneighborhood dream guide that divides Chi-Town into sixty mapped
neighborhoods from Gold Coast and Lincoln Park to Wrigleyville and
Lakeview. Designed to lighten the load of already street-savvy locals,
commuters, business travelers, and yes, tourists too, every map is dotted
with user-friendly NFT icons that plot the nearest essential services and
entertainment locations, while providing important information on things
like kid-friendly activities, public transportation, restaurants, bars, and
Chicago’s art scene. Need to find the best deep-dish pizza hideouts
around? NFT has you covered. How about a list of the top sports
attractions in the famously sports-crazy city? We’ve got that, too. The
nearest beach, jazz club, coffee shop, or bookstore—whatever you
need—NFT puts it at your fingertips. This book also features: • A foldout
highway map • Sections on the North Side, Near North Side, Near West
Side, the Greater Loop, the South Side, and Greater Chicago • More than
150 neighborhood and city maps It’s the only key to the Windy City that
Rahm Emanuel can’t give you.
White Noise - Don DeLillo 1999-06-01
A brilliant satire of mass culture and the numbing effects of technology,
White Noise tells the story of Jack Gladney, a teacher of Hitler studies at
a liberal arts college in Middle America. Jack and his fourth wife,
Babette, bound by their love, fear of death, and four ultramodern
offspring, navigate the rocky passages of family life to the background
babble of brand-name consumerism. Then a lethal black chemical cloud,
unleashed by an industrial accident, floats over there lives, an "airborne
toxic event" that is a more urgent and visible version of the white noise
engulfing the Gladneys—the radio transmissions, sirens, microwaves,
and TV murmurings that constitute the music of American magic and
dread.
Moon New York City Walks - Moon Travel Guides 2020-04-07
Experience the city that never sleeps like a local: on foot! Whether you're
strolling along tree-lined streets in the Village or hustling down Fifth
Avenue, discover the best of the Big Apple with Moon New York City
Walks. Walk through the city's coolest neighborhoods, including Soho,
the West Village, the Lower East Side, Williamsburg, and more, with
color-coded stops and turn-by-turn directions Find your scene with top
ten lists for restaurants, arts and culture, and coffee Get to know the real
New York on six customizable walks: Stroll past icons like the Flatiron
Building, the Empire State Building, and Rockefeller Center, or learn
more about the history of jazz and the Harlem Renaissance. Take in jawdropping views along the High Line, shop the trendiest brands in the
Meatpacking District, and explore world-famous galleries and museums.
Cross the Williamsburg Bridge, hit a flea market, and discover coffee
shops tucked among the Brooklyn warehouses. Sample authentic Chinese
noodles and dim sum, comforting soul food, and old-school deli standbys,
or admire the city skyline from one of New York's many rooftop bars
not-for-tourists-guide-to-new-york-city
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significant cultural heritage & the natural environment.Learn how to
make the most of your next travel experience by "blending in!"
Grown and Flown - Lisa Heffernan 2019-09-03
PARENTING NEVER ENDS. From the founders of the #1 site for parents
of teens and young adults comes an essential guide for building strong
relationships with your teens and preparing them to successfully launch
into adulthood The high school and college years: an extended roller
coaster of academics, friends, first loves, first break-ups, driver’s ed,
jobs, and everything in between. Kids are constantly changing and how
we parent them must change, too. But how do we stay close as a family
as our lives move apart? Enter the co-founders of Grown and Flown, Lisa
Heffernan and Mary Dell Harrington. In the midst of guiding their own
kids through this transition, they launched what has become the largest
website and online community for parents of fifteen to twenty-five year
olds. Now they’ve compiled new takeaways and fresh insights from all
that they’ve learned into this handy, must-have guide. Grown and Flown
is a one-stop resource for parenting teenagers, leading up to—and
through—high school and those first years of independence. It covers
everything from the monumental (how to let your kids go) to the
mundane (how to shop for a dorm room). Organized by topic—such as
academics, anxiety and mental health, college life—it features a
combination of stories, advice from professionals, and practical sidebars.
Consider this your parenting lifeline: an easy-to-use manual that offers
support and perspective. Grown and Flown is required reading for
anyone looking to raise an adult with whom you have an enduring,
profound connection.

transporting exploration of the legacy of slavery and its imprint on
centuries of American history, How the Word Is Passed illustrates how
some of our country's most essential stories are hidden in plain
view—whether in places we might drive by on our way to work, holidays
such as Juneteenth, or entire neighborhoods like downtown Manhattan,
where the brutal history of the trade in enslaved men, women, and
children has been deeply imprinted. Informed by scholarship and
brought to life by the story of people living today, Smith's debut work of
nonfiction is a landmark of reflection and insight that offers a new
understanding of the hopeful role that memory and history can play in
making sense of our country and how it has come to be.
How to Not Look Like a Tourist - Alyse The Invisible Tourist 2021-08-30
Overcrowding. Lengthy queues. Increasing animosity from locals. Loss of
authenticity. Disappointment. As tourists, how can we improve tourism
for locals, their communities, their culture and the environment - as well
as for ourselves?By taking steps to "be invisible," of course!Unbeknownst
to most tourists, there is a hidden power within them. This handbook
examines the lesser-known problems with overtourism, how they came to
be and details practical solutions to help you unlock this power to use as
a force for good.Packed with everything you need to know to tailor your
own invisibility cloak, you'll learn how to: Plan a stress-free trip every
time & ways to reduce disappointment; Enjoy popular destinations
without contributing to overcrowding; Feel fulfilled by personal,
authentic encounters with locals whilst helping their businesses; Avoid
pickpockets & scammers for a safe travel experience; Preserve local
cultures & identities instead of diluting them; Protect attractions of
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